
Jardin à la Française
LES AULNOIS

CLASS FRENCH GARDEN STYLE



Henriot’s iconic cuvée

JARDIN À LA FRANÇAISE GIFTBOX EDITION 

BLANC DE BLANCS

Les Aulnois, Henriot family’s residence

PERFECT SYMMETRY 

To celebrate spring, Champagne Henriot’s Blanc de Blancs and Brut Rosé are available 
in two unique, stylish openwork metal giftboxes. In white and rosé versions, the limited 
edition boxes are a fitting tribute to the magnifittcient Les Aulnois estate in Pierry, which 
epitomises the heart and soul of the Henriot family. The residence retains the particular 
and rare ambiance and grace of a house that has always carried with it the souls of the 
families that have previously resided in its splendour. The intricate gift box design takes 
inspiration from the perfect symmetry of the classic French garden design adorning  
the property, and allows the light to subtly penetrate and illuminate the bottle. The result is 
an exquisite, sophisticated gift box to cherish and keep, and pass on from one generation 
to the next, inspired by the Henriot family and its successive generations.

A tribute to the Classic French garden  
at Maison Les Aulnois

This Blanc de Blancs champagne showcases 
to perfection the elegance and luminosity 
of the great chardonnay terroirs that form 
the cornerstone of Henriot’s signature style. 
Wonderfully pure, it is a majority blend of two-
thirds Premier and Grand Cru grapes sourced  
in the prestigious Côte des Blancs vineyards.

Pale gold, glistening and crystal-clear in 
appearance. The lively bubbles form a delicate 
cortege in the glass.

The bouquet releases a flourish of minerality and 
bold freshness, together with aromas of citrus 
fruits and sun-kissed white peach. A bouquet of 
fresh flowers unleashes notes of honeysuckle and 
orange blossom, interweaved with lime flower. 
Fruit aromas redolent of lemon and dried apricot 
lead the wave, followed by pastry notes and  
a typical suggestion of fresh butter.

Initially lively, generous and powerful on the 
palate. The hint of fresh lemon lingers and 
dissolves into butter-laced brioche notes, 
extended further by quince paste and acacia 
honey. Lovely, fresh and quite delicious length 
on the finish.

Recommended Retail Price: 55€

The Brut Rose allies elegance with intensity in 
pure Henriot style. Crafted using the blending 
method, this rosé Champagne marries 50% 
Pinot Noir, 40% Chardonnay and 10% Pinot 
Meunier.

Pale pink in appearance and tinged with copper, 
with a fine and persistent bead in the glass.

On the nose, this Champagne may surprise 
with its characteristic, complex intensity and 
appealing fruit-driven style. Red and dark 
berry fruit aromas of raspberry, strawberry and 
crunchy cherry, followed by freshly squeezed 
lemon, pink grapefruit and mandarin orange.

Vegetal notes then follow in succession, 
offering blackcurrant bud and cloves, together 
with delicate iris-scented powder and finishing 
on delicious notes of candid fruits.

Well-balanced on the palate, revealing 
incredible, unashamed persistence. Attractive 
balsamic and floral flavours pave the way 
for spicy notes, in a wave of great freshness. 
The tasting culminates in a lingering touch  
of sweetness.

Recommended Retail Price: 57€

Fresh and full-flavoured

JARDIN À LA FRANÇAISE GIFTBOX EDITION 

BRUT ROSÉ
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